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“In this Universe change is the only thing that is constant, except change everything is changing” 

From Vedic era to modern era of education, we saw so many changes in education in India. Now day’s 

education became an education industry, where so many private players came to the field of education and they 

did so many changes in the field of education. Earlier education was a social service activity. It runs and 

management by different government agencies or by the government itself. Late 80s and 90s so many private 

stake holders came into the education field. Government also adopted PPP models to develop and run 

educational institution in India. At present time education is one the major industry were large number of 

human is involved like other construction, mining and communication industries. So, it became much more 

important to adopt modern HRM methods to manage private educational institution India. 

(Note:- Government educational institutions have fully controlled and management by the government so they 

have pre defined pay structure and employee benefit schemes, in this paper we focus on private educational 

institution in India only) 
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INTRODUCTION 

As the time goes on industry become more complex, need more professionalism approach towards 

management, education is the industry where huge number of human resources are involved so it’s become 

more relevant and important to use modern HRM concepts and philosophies in management of employee of 

private educational institutions’ in India. At present we seen these private educational institutions are lacking 

behind in practice of HRM practices. Due to these unprofessional attitudes so many institutes are lacking behind 

and they went out from the competition of sustainable quality education. Although, HRD ministry has taken so 

many steps to improve quality education in India like NIRF ranking, NAAC accreditation body, NBA 

accreditation, still we seen there is not desired level of improvement in quality management in education. The 

prime purpose of this paper is to highlight the bright side of HRM methodology in the management private 

education in India. it will definitely help in development of positive work environment in these institutions. 
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Men, Money, Material and Machine these are the main source, that use in any organization. Men are most 

important resource. If we talk about teaching, human is the most cruitial resource. Human resource has major 

role in organizational success. Working relationship between the employee and management is essential for 

organizational success. 

 

THEORETICAL BASE OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (HRM) 

HRM Function 

• Planning:- staff level planning needs proper assessment and evaluation of current and future needs of 

the organization and it must be compared with time bound demand of human resource. The appropriate 

steps must be planned to meet the demand and supply into balance. The initial step is to take a proper 

layout of existing workforce profile. 

• Staffing:- the HRM function of staffing consist of managing organizational structure through effective 

and proper selection, placement, appraisal and development f human resource to fill the assigned job by 

the employer. It is important function of management and it is a continuous process, it needs efficient 

management of human resource. 

• Developing:- developing employees within organization is a important function and it focus on 

improving the skills, ability, talent and knowledge etc. this can be achieved by prove investment of time 

and money. It also needs strong information technology. Development and can be so many types some 

can be measured or some can’t be measured in time and cost. Development is a one to one learning 

concept. 

• Monitoring:- Employee monitoring policy should be properly framed and properly executed. Human 

resource has to establish monitoring policy and executed under the law frame work of nation. It must be 

drafted well as the managers understand their responsibility towards human resource and employee must 

be aware of monitoring. Monitoring policy must be prepared in a close co-operation with legal 

framework. 

• Maintaining:- to gain the continuous quality output maintenance the important function. Management 

should understand the importance of maintenance of hanuman resource management. The basic 

principle of HRM maintenance is to establish safe and healthy work place, proper industrial relations 

policies, collective bargaining system. 

• Managing relationships:- in a health work environment, employee and employer relations must be 

combined and tackle by specialist management team members. It strengthens the employee and 

employer relationship with in the organization. It boosts job satisfaction, engagement and resolve 

conflict within the organization.  

• Managing change:- most of changes in any organization get failed, it happens due to the mental barrier 

of management and employees. To manage and bring better change any organization need a proactive 

and systemic approach, there must be proper communication about the change. A successful 
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organizational change can be bring only by engaging employees in better way. Change is a slow process 

and it happens in different phases, management need extra care while bringing change in organization.  

• Evaluating:- Any organization needs regular evaluation to find it productivity. Ti improve performance 

within organization, it needs two way evaluation of organizational and individual performance. It needs 

to compare with past records with present performance. There must be support of top management and 

have principal based evaluation methods to judge organizational effectiveness. 

 

 

HRM Objectives 

 

1. Societal Objective:- HRM must focus on  Legal compliance, Benefits, Union-management relation. 

Organization must provide equal opportunity and compensation to its workers and also ensure the 

implementation under the legal framework. 

2. Organizational objectives:- The prime objective of HRM is to achieve efficiency and effectiveness, it also 

serves other activities to achieve effectiveness in the organizational objectives. Societal objective of HRM are 

as follows- HR planning, Employee relations, Selection, Training and development, Appraisal, Placement, 

Assessment 

. 

3. Functional Objectives:- there are so many tasks are being performed by HRM in organization. It also ensure 

that the cost of facilitation never be overlap the benefits of served. The main functional objectives of HRM are 

Appraisal, Placement and Assessment. 

 

4. Personal Objectives:- In a modern rapid changing environment we seen that there is a shortage of required 

talent. Organization always promotes and encourages their employees to upgrade so that employee can become 

compete enough. This will possible only when RHM encourage employees achieve own personal needs by 

commitment. The main personal objectives in any organizations are Training and development, Appraisal, 

Placement, Compensation, Assessment. 

 

 

MANAGING HUMAN RESOURCES 

The main responsibility of HR department is to maintain the utility and efficiently of human resources properly. 

To fulfill this objective educational institutions need to setup proper HR department and assign the task to meet 

the bellow mentioned objectives like: 

 Making recruitment and selection policy as per the organizational objective. 

 Develop positive work place within the organization. 

 Proper support and guidance provided by the organization. 
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 Promote the learning attitude and impart the skills 

 Maintain balance between organizational and personnel need. 

The following are the functions that need to consider by the management from HR perspective: 

1. Proper Recruitment and Selection Procedure:- there are ‘n’ number of course are run by the private 

institutes, so there must be a well educated and suitable candidate must be present there who can 

understand the exact requirement by the organization and have ability to indentify skill set required by 

the organization. 

2. Faculty training and development:- Education is a profession that need continuous learning and 

development. If you study the premium institution of any country you will find that all institutions have 

well planned faculty training and development systems. There must be specific budget for the overall 

development of faculty as per the industrial and educational requirement. 

3. Salary and wage administration:- Education is a service industry and we know that quality education 

only be deliver by faculty themselves. In a service industry it is so important to focus on employee 

satisfaction; to render quality education any institution need establish better wage and salary 

administration. There is a specific pay grade by government but there are very few number of 

educational intuitions in India maintains this decorum.  

4. Maintaining point base appraisal system:- A good HR system always focus on good appraisal system. 

In manufacturing industry measuring and analyzing productivity or performance is easy comparatively 

in service sector. In educational institution there is not a single system to measure the teacher-student 

relations and knowledge sharing.  

5. Sound welfare polity:- India is a county where eighty percent of industries are informal in nature and 

they don’t have proper welfare policy, and same as other industry in India private intuition don’t have 

proper welfare policies related to employee which bring high level of employee dissatisfaction. Most of 

the private institutions hire employee on consolidation basis and they offer lump sum money to 

employee. They don’t have good welfare schemes or they don’t follow the government norms regarding 

employee welfare schemes like PF, ESI, Maternity benefits, Bonus etc.  

6. Promote research based learning:- Anyone who teach can’t be a teacher, to become a teacher research 

is most important thing. At present there are so many private college they don’t support or promote 

research work. This kind of culture reduces the credibility of teacher and institute as well. So private 

institute in India need to focus on research based learning in their organization. 

7. Merge personal need with organizational need:- To promote holistic learning and performance HRM 

always focus on correlation between organizational and personal need. To promote better culture both 

employer and employee need to fulfill the other side’s expectation. 

8. Give motivation to employee:- Motivation is a important factor when it comes with quality best 

productivity in any organization. Teaching is a complete labour intensive industry. Human need 

continuous motivation to maintain productivity. 
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9. Reduce employee turnover:- If you study the trend of employee hiring and firing in private educational 

institutions in India, there is a high employee turnover. In education institutions, the main bonding is 

between teacher and student. If employee turnover will be high, institutions can’t be establishing good 

bonding between institute, faculty and student. 

HUMAN RELATION APPROACH 

A better human relation is the key factor of effective and efficient function of any organization. It gives 

understanding and knowledge on how employee interacts and responds in any organization. This is an effort to 

understand and satisfy the needs of employee as well as need of organization. Organization is a bond of 

employee, employer and policies & procedures, to get the desired result it is important to smooth function of 

organization. It helps organization to understand need the employee and their problems. The long term success 

of any organization depends upon the style of leaderships it adopted, the democratic way of function of any 

organization leads to sustainable long term growth. Educational institutions administration is concerned with the 

allocation of resources and efforts of people to achieve the need of academic excellence. So, it is important that 

educational institutions must move ahead or merge Registrar office with HRM department or establish full 

fledge separate HR department in institution. The present system of educational institutions is working on 

model of developing and operating the procedure but HRM will focus on satisfaction of employee rather than 

on following procedure. It will help in development of character and morale of employee. It will help in good 

relation, better policy and better practices within the organization. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The general administration of educational institution is Registrar who main the employee detail and manage 

administration task in educational institutions. Registrar plays the role of head administrator. This paper is 

focusing on shifting Registrar office concept to HR administration concept so that it can implement proper 

planning, organizing, directing and controlling of both human being and resources, also focus on to understand 

the concept of HRM, employee behavior, need of employee and their aspirations. Attracting, developing and 

retaining the best talent is the key of successful educational institution. If private educational institutions want 

to grow and develop, then they need to implement these modern HRM practices rather than the old systems of 

institutions administration. 
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